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Achieved 5% reduction
in freight costs,
99% on-time vehicle
placement & significant
Improvement in TAT

A manual process for sourcing vehicles resulted in longer negotiations, 
selective reach out, fewer transporter options & high freight costs

The entire procurement process lacked control, with each BU acting at 
its own discretion, resulting in gaps between the rates decided at the 
management level & rates confirmed by the BUs

The vehicle sourcing process right from getting rates to allotment had 
limited transparency causing trust issues & doubts among transporters 
& management

Indents were raised manually, and despite existing rate contracts, they 
were raised at a higher rate without following set rules, resulting in high 
freight costs & delayed vehicle placement

Absence of a single window for collaboration between the dispatch & 
the logistics team resulted in delayed or inaccurate dispatch status to 
sales & customers

Tracking was done manually, which took time and lacked real-time 
reporting and credibility, resulting in dissatisfied customers

All in-plant operations like gate in, gate out, vehicle inspection, documents 
inspection were carried out manually and led to a lengthy dispatch cycle, 
increased TAT & high detention
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India's leading polymer-based solutions company and a pioneer in the business of
manufacturing water storage tanks and piping systems.

High Freight
savings

On-time Vehicle
Placement

24*7 live tracking
of vehicles
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Ready to achieve similar results?
Contact us at

+91-9555900700

hello@superprocure.com
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SuperProcure established a fully controlled 
centralized setup where individual postings 
related to spot or creation of contracts were 
done on a centralized level
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Vehicle indents against contracts are raised 
digitally to the L1 vendor, which helps reduce 
freight cost. Further, seamless integration with 
SAP helps auto raise indents through the 
system & promotes on-time vehicle placement
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SP Shipment Tracking allows tracking of 
in-transit vehicles in real-time. This helps 
get real time updates on ETAs to relevant 
stakeholders & boosts customer satisfaction
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With SuperProcure, the entire in-plant 
operations of gate in & gate out, vehicle & 
material inspection, and other routine 
work was digitized leading to improved 
TAT & reduced detention
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SuperProcure’s requisition board helps execute 
orders faster. It improves collaboration between 
the dispatch & the logistics team by giving 
complete visibility to all on dispatch status
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SP reverse e-bidding feature encouraged 
transporters to revise their bids & achieve a 
higher rank, promoting healthy competition & 
remarkable freight savings in both contract 
and spot rates
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A transparent bidding & allocation process 
helps build trust with transport partners


